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Executive Summary

The last time Congress enacted substantial 
tax reform—in 1986—only 8.2% of American 
households owned personal computers. 
Today, more than 87% of American adults 
own a mobile phone and on-demand 
platforms like Uber, Etsy, Lyft, Airbnb, 
HomeAway, Amazon, and TaskRabbit have 
become household names by connecting 
businesses and consumers. Although millions 
of Americans are engaging in the on-demand 
platform economy every day as sellers 
and service providers, the tax compliance 
challenges this new frontier presents have 
gone relatively unnoticed. At the same time, 
these challenges will grow with this fastest 
growing segment of the labor economy—
creating unnecessary and ongoing burdens 
for the small business operators who power 
the on-demand economy.  

This report, in keeping with the mission 
of the Kogod Tax Policy Center to conduct 
non-partisan research on tax issues specific 
to small businesses and entrepreneurs, 
identifies the tax compliance challenges the 
on-demand economy presents for its small 
business operators. Having spent more than 
a year investigating this growing problem, we 
report that: 

• More than 2.5 million U.S. taxpayers are 
participating in the on-demand platform 
economy as small business owners every 
year, and that number is set to more 
than double in the next few years.   

• At best, these small business owners are 
shortchanged when filing their taxes; 
at worst, they fail to file altogether. In 
addition, these taxpayers face potential 
audit and penalty exposure for failure to 
comply with filing rules that are triggered 
by relatively low amounts of earned 
income and inconsistent reporting rule 
adoption.   

• The current tax administration system 
isn’t working for a significant percentage 
of these small business taxpayers or 
Treasury or IRS. The existing tax rules 
effectively create a $19,399 reporting tax 
loophole impacting millions of taxpayers 
(the difference between the income 
thresholds triggering Forms 1099-K 
and 1099-MISC reporting), resulting in 
widespread confusion among taxpayers.  

• The current state of play is one of 
unnecessary burden, potential audit 
and penalty exposure for on-demand 
platform economy players. We can do 
better. 
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Introduction

The last time Congress enacted substantial tax 
reform—in 1986—only 8.2% of American households 
owned personal computers.1 In 2014, 87% of American 
adults owned a mobile phone, of which 71% were 
smartphones (Internet-enabled).2 Companies like Uber, 
Etsy, Lyft, Airbnb, HomeAway, Amazon, and TaskRabbit 
have become household names by connecting 
businesses and consumers through online and app-
based platforms. In the past 10 years, the Internet and 
smartphones have fundamentally changed the way 
Americans purchase goods and services in cashless 
transactions. Today, we book travel with our thumbs.

Since its launch in 2008, Airbnb hosts have 
accommodated more than 60,000,000 guests worldwide. 
In the United States, the overall Airbnb host community 
has grown 85% year-over-year, with the typical host 
earning $7,350 in supplemental income per year on just 
a single property.3 As of February 2016, Uber reported 
that it has more than 500,000 drivers, who earned 
more than $3.5 billion in take home wages in the first 
three quarters of 2015.4 Data from the first major 
study of the “on-demand platform economy” using 
financial transactions found that in the last three years, 
an estimated 10.3 million people earned income from 
being either service providers or sellers using an online 
platform intermediary.5 

More than 2.5 million Americans are earning income 
by renting rooms, giving rides, running errands, 
and selling goods as small business owners every 
month.6 What’s more, the explosive growth of 
the on-demand platform economy is the latest 
example of a 66.5% increase in alternative work 
arrangements for U.S. workers from 14.2 million in 
2005 to 23.6 million in 2015.7  

But while the on-demand platform economy has 
experienced extraordinary growth since its inception, 
surprisingly little has been done to understand the tax 
compliance challenges this new frontier presents, or how 
the on-demand platform economy impacts Treasury 
and IRS’ ability to fairly and efficiently administer the 
U.S. tax code.8 This report, in keeping with the mission 
of the Kogod Tax Policy Center to conduct non-partisan 
research on tax and compliance issues for small 

businesses and entrepreneurs, targets the tax challenges 
of the on-demand economy’s small business operators 
and endeavors to shed light on these issues as Congress 
looks to move forward with tax reform.  

Having spent more than a year investigating this growing 
problem, we report on what the existing literature has 
yet to acknowledge: that, for tax purposes, on-demand 
platform economy service providers and sellers are, 
in fact, small business owners. And there are millions 
of them working and earning income in ways that 
are not readily identifiable by existing government 
research. In particular, we explore why it’s tough to 
measure how pervasive the tax problems of these small 
businesses are because existing government research 
and methodologies for measuring the smallest of small 
businesses fall short.  

We start by explaining just how pervasive the on-
demand platform economy has become for consumers 
and the labor market, and the tax compliance challenges 
that go along with trying to adapt a twentieth-century 
tax code to a twenty-first century economy. We argue 
that these issues should be addressed—not only 
because millions of American taxpayers are needlessly 
burdened trying to comply with an antiquated, outdated 
tax system—but also because inaction has very real 
implications on Treasury and IRS’ ability to fairly and 
efficiently collect taxes.  

Our Approach, Data & Methodology

In the course of conducting this research and drafting 
this report, we reviewed the existing academic and 
industry literature and surveys on the on-demand 
platform economy as a first step in approximating just 
how many millions of U.S. taxpayers are earning income 
as its small business operators.  We compared data 
sets, research criteria and findings of the latest studies, 
searching for commonalities to provide insight as to 
why estimates of the number of U.S. taxpayers earning 
income as service providers and sellers in the on-
demand platform economy vary so widely. We reviewed 
existing government research (e.g., publicly available 
taxpayer filing data, U.S. Census Bureau (Census) data, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data, U.S. Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) reports, U.S. Department 
of Treasury (Treasury) technical papers), and identified 
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the limitations in the existing government research 
with respect to identifying and tracking those small 
businesses participating in the overall economy.   

We then talked to federal government economists at 
Treasury, the Small Business Administration Office 
of Advocacy (Advocacy), and GAO as well as other 
agency officials responsible for studying and writing 
government research on small businesses, the self-
employed and economic trends as well as taxpayer filing 
data. We consulted the National Taxpayer Advocate and 
tax preparer industry experts directly to understand 
what hurdles and frustrations this group of small 
businesses face as they navigate their way through tax 
filing season. We conferenced with on-demand platform 
company executives, industry experts and academics 
to solicit their views on both the extent to which U.S. 
taxpayers are operating in the on-demand platform 
economy and how those numbers are projected to grow 
over the next decade.  

Finally, we talked to more than 50 individuals 
currently participating in the on-demand economy 
and administered our own survey of members of the 
National Association of the Self-Employed (NASE). 

Our survey was designed to gauge existing self-identified 
self-employed workers’ participation in the on-demand 
economy (e.g., how many hours worked; how much 
income earned) as well as respondents’ understanding 
of their tax filing obligations (e.g., whether respondents 
kept records for their expenses or received a Form 
1099 from their on-demand platform company). We 
conducted the survey Mar. 10, 2016 through Apr. 1, 
2016, through email invitation sent to members by 
NASE. We received 518 completed responses from 
the approximately 40,000 NASE members invited to 
participate in the survey, which constitutes a statistically 
representative sampling size of NASE members. 

Our intention in conducting the survey was not to 
prepare a statistically reliable estimate of the entire 
American population of the self-employed or freelancers 
or all workers in the on-demand platform economy, 
but rather to assess whether tax compliance challenges 
exist—even among a group of taxpayers, who, by 
their own self-selection as members of NASE, are self-
employed small business owners. 9   

Ultimately, we concluded that: 

1. More than 2.5 million U.S. taxpayers are 
participating in the on-demand platform 
economy as small business owners every year, 
and millions more are set to join their ranks in 
the next decade.   

2. For tax purposes, on-demand economy service 
providers and sellers are small businesses 
owners, but their numbers aren’t reflected 
in government data designed to track small 
business owners. In fact, these taxpayers don’t 
necessarily realize they are small business 
owners until tax time or they receive an IRS 
notice.   

3. At best, these small business owners are 
shortchanged when filing their taxes; at worst, 
they fail to file altogether. Approximately one-
third of our on-demand platform operator 
survey respondents didn’t know whether they 
were required to pay quarterly-estimated 
payments and almost half were unaware of any 
available deductions, expenses or credits they 
could claim to offset their tax liability. These 
taxpayers face potential audit and penalty 
exposure for failure to comply with filing rules 
that are triggered by relatively low amounts of 
earned income. Compounding this problem is 
inconsistent reporting rule adoption that results 
in widespread confusion among taxpayers.   

4. The current tax administration system isn’t 
working for a significant percentage of on-
demand platform small business operators or 
Treasury or IRS. More than 60% of our survey 
respondents who worked for an on-demand 
platform company in 2015 reported that they 
did not receive a Form 1099-K or Form 1099-
MISC from their on-demand platform, which 
likely means the IRS didn’t either. The current 
state of play is one of unnecessary burden, 
potential audit and penalty exposure for on-
demand platform economy players. We can do 
better.  
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PART I

Defining the Relationship: Airbnb is 
not Instagram and Other Measurement 
Challenges

According to the latest industry statistics, as of January 
2016, there were more than 3.97 million apps available 
for download across several different platforms (e.g., 
Microsoft, Google, Amazon) that generate more than 
$120 billion.10 But not every smartphone app functions 
as part of the on-demand platform economy. Airbnb 
is not Instagram—they provide completely different 
services for users. Similarly, not every seller on eBay or 
Craigslist sells items regularly enough to be considered a 
business for tax purposes or generates enough income 
in any given year to trigger a tax filing requirement. 

Some online sellers just sell a couple of used items 
online a couple of times a year, which generally doesn’t 
trigger a tax filing requirement. At the same time, new 
on-demand platforms are being introduced every 
month. This acute reality presents one of the most 
confounding challenges for conducting tax research 
on these issues: there is no singular definition or even 
consensus on how to define or measure the on-demand 
platform economy or the income that small businesses are 
deriving from it. As a result, estimates of the number of 
small businesses operating in the on-demand platform 
economy are wildly inconsistent.  

For example, one recent Time Inc./Aspen Institute 
survey found that more than 45 million Americans 
had—at least once—worked or offered services through 
a ride-sharing, accommodation sharing, task services, 
short-term car rental or food/goods delivery platform.11  
At the same time, other notable experts including Seth 
Harris and Alan Krueger—excluding seller and home 
accommodation platforms (e.g., ETSY, Airbnb)—estimate 
that 1.9 million individuals are earning income as service 
providers using apps.12  

Still other labor survey experts have concluded that 
there are more than 3.2 million Americans currently 
working in the on-demand platform economy and 
project that number to more than double by 2020.13 
The explanation for why these estimates range so 

significantly is rooted in differences in definition. As 
illustrated in Table 1, including or excluding specific 
platforms can vary an estimate of the size of the on-
demand platform economy and its players considerably.  

Given our specific focus on the tax compliance 
challenges facing these small businesses, we think 
it makes sense for tax policy purposes to limit our 
analysis to platforms that generally reflect the following 
characteristics, which were developed by the first major 
study to track actual income earned using financial 
transaction data: 

• platform directly connects service providers and 
sellers with consumers;  

• platform processes payment electronically, using 
credit credits, debit cards or mobile payments;   

• platform allows service providers to provide 
services or goods at provider discretion; and 

• customers pay for a singular task or good.14  

There is no question that out of a universe of 3.97 
million apps, inevitably, there are some small businesses 
earning income from the on-demand platform economy 
that may not be captured by the foregoing criteria, but 
that would be included in publicly available taxpayer 
income filing data. However, Treasury has been explicit 
with Congress in explaining why existing aggregate 
tax data is “not very helpful in isolating trends in 
the on-demand economy or in the prevalence of its 
[workers and sellers].”15 In contrast, recent work using 
the foregoing criteria on the income of Americans 
participating in the on-demand platform economy has 
identified important trends that are particularly relevant 
to our report’s focus, including:  
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• More than 2.5 million Americans are actively 
participating in the on-demand platform economy 
every month, which is 1% of the adult American 
population;  

• Although people do cycle in and out of the on-
demand platform economy, during the months in 
which people are actively using platforms to earn 
income, their earnings “represented a sizeable but 
still secondary source of income;”  

• In any given month, on-demand platform income 
represents roughly 20 to 30% of total income of 
people actively earning income in the on-demand 
platform economy; and  

• Average monthly income from active participation 
ranges from $533 to $314, with the higher 
amounts usually stemming from working in 
connection with platforms such as Uber, Handy, 
TaskRabbit (labor platforms) as opposed to other 
platforms such as eBay, Airbnb (capitol platforms 
or sellers and accommodation providers).16

These monthly income averages are consistent with 
public reports from many of the on-demand platform 
companies themselves and tend to reflect the averages 
of hours worked. For example, in 2015, more than 75% 
of Lyft drivers reported working less than 15 hours 
per week, and more than half of Uber drivers worked 
less than 10 hours per week.17 Our survey found that 
among respondents with income from on-demand 
economy work in 2015, 72% worked, on average, less 
than 10 hours a week with their on-demand platform 
company and that 92% of respondents worked less 
than 20 hours per week with their on-demand platform 
company.18 We also found that of respondents operating 
in the on-demand platform economy, 88% earned 
less than $15,000 in 2015.19 Although studies to date 
have identified a core constituency of small business 
operators (ranging from 25% to 30%) that tend to work 
for on-demand platforms full-time and earn more, by 
and large, the majority of individuals in the on-demand 
platform economy work 12 hours per week.20
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A. Under the Radar: Small Businesses 
Operating in the On-Demand Platform 
Economy

Notwithstanding the on-demand platform economy’s 
unprecedented growth and adoption by more than 86.5 
million U.S. adults in just a few short years—Airbnb 
was founded in 2008,21 the economic activity and 
growth of these small business owners has largely gone 
unacknowledged by most government measures for 
tracking small business activity.22 At the same time, the 
problem isn’t limited to government; tax practitioners 
report that “while many do not know it, renting a home 
short-term is basically running a small business and 
this requires tax compliance.”23 And make no mistake, 
the individuals who are earning income from powering 
the on-demand platform economy are carrying on a 
trade or business as small business owners for U.S. tax 
purposes.24  

Even so, most federal government agencies that 
measure small businesses concede just how challenging 
it is to define “small business” as a distinguishable 
category of taxpayers and readily acknowledge “a 
consensus does not exist on a definition of small 
businesses, including which specific attributes or 
thresholds distinguish small businesses from other 
firms.”25 For example, the IRS Small Business and Self-
Employed division is responsible for administering 
returns for individuals with business income and 
businesses with less than $10 million of income, which 
is one official threshold for defining small business. 
Alternatively, the U.S. Small Business Administration 
generally considers a small business to be an 
independent business with fewer than 500 employees, 
although even that definition can vary by industry.26  

Not unlike the numerous criteria used to measure 
the on-demand platform economy, how broadly (or 
narrowly) the term “small business” is defined can 
dictate results in terms of the data captured by a given 
government metric. For example, using taxpayer data, 
Treasury has developed a methodology to identify more 
than 23 million small businesses, however, SBA’s Office 
of Advocacy, relying on Census data, has identified more 
than 28.2 million small businesses. 27     

Making matters more complicated is the fact that some 
relevant government measures for the smallest of small 
businesses that would otherwise capture the business 
activities and income earned by on-demand platform 
participants use terms other than small business (e.g., 

nonemployers, self-employed, microbusinesses) in 
developing data used to measure small business 
activities.28 These inconsistencies exist throughout the 
official government research as well as the U.S. tax code 
itself29 and are a major reason why small businesses 
operating in the on-demand economy have yet to be 
reflected in government research on small business and 
economic trends. But it’s not just inconsistent terms; it’s 
inconsistent metrics that matter too.  

For example, in a 2015 report to Congress on small 
business tax compliance issues, GAO concluded that 
most small businesses are individuals who report 
some individual business income as a sole proprietor 
(Schedule C) or as a landlord on a separate schedule 
(Schedule E).30 This group of approximately 16 million 
small business taxpayers (69% of all small businesses), 
on average, earns $100,000 (or less) per year and 
generates $1.4 trillion of the total small business income 
reported to the IRS.31 However, it is very likely that 
GAO’s analysis, which incorporated a 2011 Treasury 
methodology to identify small businesses, does not 
and would never include income from the majority of 
taxpayers earning income from operating in the on-
demand platform economy. The reason is simple: even 
though there are more than 2.5 million individuals 
actively earning business income as small businesses 
owners working in the on-demand platform economy 
every month, they generally don’t earn enough income 
under Treasury’s methodology defining small businesses 
to be included in their ranks.32   

Specifically, the most comprehensive research on 
the income of on-demand platform economy active 
participants finds that monthly income averages range 
from $533 to $314, which translates to $6,635 and 
$3,768 annually. At those income levels, there’s little 
chance that the average on-demand platform small 
business operator would meet Treasury’s income 
thresholds (generally, more than $10,000 in business 
income or $5,000 in total business deductions) to be 
included in its small business measures.33 In fact, these 
income thresholds would fail to capture the typical 
Airbnb host, who reports earning on average $7,530 of 
annual income. 

Our own survey found that 74% of respondents 
earned $5,000 or less in 2015 from on-demand 
platform work.
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B. The On-Demand Platform Economy  
 And Its Players Will Continue to Grow

Although the government research on measuring and 
defining the on-demand platform economy is evolving, 
industry experts who have been tracking the on-demand 
economy’s growth have estimated that it will continue 
its trend of double-digit growth through 2025.34 In fact, 
the number of individuals operating as small businesses 
in the on-demand platform economy is set to double 
to seven million Americans by 2020, if not more.35  
Although Census has yet to publish data reflecting 
this accelerated growth, it has found that there is a 
steady rise in “nonemployer businesses,” which would 
be consistent with industry studies on the on-demand 
economy.36  

“Even at the low end, both in terms of participation 
and dollars earned, [on-demand] platforms grew by 
about 50% per year, making it by far the fastest growing 
segment of the labor market.”37 This finding was recently 
corroborated by study of the rise of alternative worker 
arrangements from 1995 through 2015 that concluded 
that though the on-demand economy was “relatively 
small compared to other forms of alternative work 
arrangements…it is growing very rapidly.”38  

Indeed, as some financial industry analysts have 
observed, “the vast majority of U.S. entrepreneurial 
activity is small—nano small, [a]nd the ranks of self-
employed ‘solopreneurs’ are growing fast, with 53 
million Americans freelancing today, and upwards of 66 
million Americans, or 40% of the workforce by 2020.”39  
To be fair, not all of the millions of Americans who are 
projected to be freelancing by 2020 would necessarily 
be small businesses in the on-demand economy, but a 
good percentage of them will be.40 

Our own survey of self-employed business owners 
found that approximately 22% of respondents (or 
a member of their household) had earned income 
in 2015 from operating in the on-demand platform 
economy from either providing services or selling 
goods. 
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PART II

Compliance Challenges of On-Demand 
Platform Operators: It’s All about Timing 
& Communication 

Overwhelming complexity and inefficiency are hallmarks 
of the current tax code and the Congressional record 
is replete with examples of how unduly burdensome 
the current system is across taxpayers’ experience.41 
And we know from talking to some on-demand 
platform operators and surveying others that their 
tax compliance challenges are compounded by an 
antiquated tax administration system. At the same time, 
many on-demand platform operators are first-time, 
small business owners and have little experience with 
the requirements of quarterly-estimated payments or 
self-employment taxes.42 This point is reflected in the 
findings of the first study of tax issues of ridesharing 
drivers conducted through tracking online forums where 
the authors determined that “many posters were new 
to filing taxes as independent contractors…[and] issues 
surrounding Schedule C filing and expense taking and 
documentation were often matters of first impression.”43  

Although I just started driving last October, I 
am very confused on how to file. This is my first 
year filing my taxes separate from my parents.”  

Email from Ride-Sharing Driver to Tax Preparer, 
2016  

A. They Got 1099 Problems and 
Withholding Ain’t One….44

The U.S. tax system is basically a “pay-as-you-earn-
system” of tax collection. For employees, a portion 
of income earned throughout the calendar year is 
deducted (i.e., withheld) from wages by employers and 
remitted to the IRS in pre-payment of employees’ tax 
liability. However, small businesses operating in the on-
demand platform economy are not subject to employer 
withholding and are, instead, responsible for making 
tax payments to the IRS for both federal income and 
self-employment taxes (i.e., Social Security and Medicare 
taxes).45 As a result, small businesses operators in the 

on-demand platform economy often have different pain 
points than their employee counterparts with respect to 
their tax filings. For example, small businesses actively 
participating in the on-demand platform economy 
don’t receive IRS Form W-2 (wage and tax statements) 
that they can use to fill out their tax returns. Instead, 
on-demand platform economy operators are subject 
to an entirely different set of rules and forms (e.g., the 
IRS Forms 1099; Self-Employment Tax Form, Quarterly-
Estimated Payments) that have very different taxpayer 
filing requirements and with respect to self-employment 
taxes, different tax rates.46

Under current tax law, payments for more than $600 for 
services provided by nonemployees (e.g., independent 
contractors, freelancers, small business owners) are 
generally reported to the IRS on a Form 1099-MISC by a 
payor, and a copy is provided to the service provider.47 
However, if payments are made via credit card or debit 
card, and the aggregate number of transactions to 
one service provider exceeds 200 and the payments 
exceed $20,000, then the payor (or, in this case, platform 
processing customers’ credit card payments) is required 
file a Form 1099-K to report the income to the IRS and 
send a copy to the payee.48 Confusing, right? It gets 
worse.   

Some on-demand platforms only send a Form 
1099-K to the IRS and small business operator if 
the service provider or seller satisfies both the 200 
transaction/$20,000 income thresholds.49 This strategy 
is consistent with the IRS instructions on when sending 
Form 1099-Ks is appropriate as opposed to a Form 
1099-MISC.50 Other platforms send all of their small 
business operators a Form 1099-K, regardless of 
whether the small business owner meets the 200 
transaction/$20,000 income threshold.51 And in certain 
circumstances, a platform company will send both.52 
This inconsistent reporting rule adoption among on-
demand platform companies creates confusion among 
taxpayers about whether they can expect to receive a 
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Form 1099 at all. In fact, our survey found that only 32% 
of respondents who had earned income working with 
an on-demand platform economy in 2015 received a 
Form 1099-MISC or Form 1099-K from their on-demand 
platform company.53 

In addition, we are aware, from talking to tax preparers 
who specialize in advising individuals who earn income 
from the on-demand platform economy, that when 
taxpayers do not receive any Form 1099, they are 
immediately confused as to whether they have to report 
that income on their returns. Regardless of whether a 
taxpayer receives a Form 1099, they are still responsible 
for reporting income earned in connection with platform 
work and taxes on that income. Failure to receive a 1099 
does not exempt a taxpayer from reporting the income 
on their tax return.54  

Q3 Have you received a Form 1099-K or Form 1099-MISC from 
the sharing economy platform or app you worked with in 
2015?

100%90%

No

I don’t know

80%70%

Yes

60%50%40%30%20%10%

Answered: 62     Skipped: 459

Yes

I don’t know

No

20 (32.26%)

4 (6.45%)

38 (61.29%)

Answer Choices Responses

B. The Big Short(change) Story

Compounding the confusion of what forms a small 
business can expect to receive from its on-demand 
platform company (if any) is the overall challenge of 
calculating actual taxable income and how much is 
owed as well as figuring out when taxes should be 
paid. Timing is everything—particularly when it comes 
to taxes. For small business owners who owe at least 
$1,000 in taxes, bad timing can result in penalties.
 
1. Timing: Quarterly-Estimated Tax Payments

Yep, I’ve been driving for two years while I’ve 
been going to school full-time getting my 
masters in transportation. Last year I grossed, 
let me think, maybe $60,000?  But I just gave 
my forms to my dad’s neighbor who does taxes 
on the side…What’s a quarterly-estimated 
payment?”  

Conversation with Ride-Sharing Driver, 2015

Under current tax rules, when small business owners 
are expected to owe at least $1,000 in taxes and aren’t 
subject to withholding, advance payments of estimated 
tax are due to the IRS throughout the year.55 These 
payments are due quarterly on April 15, June 15, 
Sept. 15 and Jan. 15 and are referred to as quarterly-
estimated payments.56 However, “[p]utting aside outright 
tax cheats, young workers are financially inexperienced 
and, increasingly, part of a gig economy—driving for 
Uber, funding their creative work through Patreon—
typically don’t have their taxes withheld automatically 
and need to set up a program of quarterly-estimated tax 
payments on their own.”57 Remember, it’s a “pay-as-you-
earn” tax system.  

In calculating whether a taxpayer needs to make 
quarterly-estimated payments throughout the year, 
taxpayers need to include both income taxes and 
self-employment taxes owed—minus any refundable 
credits—on income earned from on-demand platform 
work. Added together, income tax and self-employment 
tax can quickly reach the $1,000 threshold triggering 
quarterly-estimated payments.  

Consider if a ride-sharing driver netted $7,500 driving 
for a platform company part-time in 2015. That amount 
alone could translate to $1,060 just in self-employment 
tax due ($859 Social Security tax and $201 Medicare 
tax), which, in turn, would trigger quarterly-estimated 
payment requirements—without even calculating 
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any income tax owed. It just doesn’t take that much 
income to trip over these filing requirements. What’s 
more troubling is that a good percentage of even self-
identified self-employed taxpayers are unaware of 
quarterly-estimated payment filing requirements. Our 
survey revealed that among respondents who had 
earned income working with an on-demand platform 
company in 2015, 34% did not know whether they were 
required to file quarterly-estimated payments with the 
IRS on that income. 

For those who are supposed to make quarterly-
estimated payments and don’t, penalties apply—even 
when a taxpayer files a return before the April 15 filing 
deadline.58 In fact, penalties may be imposed on any 
underpayment for the number of days it remained 
unpaid, or if a taxpayer doesn’t pay enough estimated 
tax or if the payments weren’t made on time. This would 
be a particularly unwelcome surprise for any taxpayers 
who were required to pay quarterly-estimated payments 
in 2015 and failed to do so. It’s not so hard to imagine a 
taxpayer, who earned $7,500 in 2015 in the on-demand 
platform economy, and then, when she went to file her 
taxes on April 18, 2016, found out that not only did she 
fail to make quarterly-estimated payments for all of 
2015, but that she had also owed for the first quarter of 
2016.59   

We followed up with one IRS Chief Counsel Office 
attorney operating in a field office about the incidence 
of failure to pay quarterly-estimated payments and were 
told, “I see it all the time. People get themselves into a 
hole and just can’t get out of it when they fail to file their 
quarterly-estimated payments and then go to file their 
taxes. They owe way more than they can afford. They 
just walk away and don’t file.”60

Q4 Do you know whether or not you are required to file 
quarterly-estimated payments with the IRS?

100%90%

No

80%70%

Yes

60%50%40%30%20%10%

Answered: 65     Skipped: 456

Yes

No

43 (66.15%)

22 (33.85%)

Answer Choices Responses

2.  Communication: Self-Employment Tax   
 Implications 

Understanding the timing rules for when taxes must be 
paid on on-demand platform income is one thing, but 
actually calculating tax liability and including the 15.3% 
self-employment tax (i.e., 12.4% for Social Security and 
2.9% for Medicare), can also be an unwelcome surprise 
for first-time small business filers. Like all other self-
employed small businesses, on-demand platform small 
business operators are subject to self-employment tax 
and are required to file once they earn more than $400 
in net profit—even if this work is only a part-time gig.61

To encourage compliance, the tax law requires 
individuals with business income who want to claim 
business expenses to pay self-employment taxes.62  
A key challenge for these small business owners 
calculating their self-employment tax is that they are 
actually required to pay more in Social Security and 
Medicare taxes on this income than their employee 
counterparts because employees split Social Security 
and Medicare taxes with their employers, who 
automatically deduct and send amounts owed to the 
IRS.63 No such luck for small business operators in 
the on-demand platform economy, who are on the 
hook for the entire amount—although half of the self-
employment tax is deductible.   

As noted earlier, self-employment taxes can add up 
quickly and trigger quarterly-estimated payment 
obligations; even where business income is only a 
portion of a taxpayer’s overall income, which is the case 
for the average on-demand economy small business 
operator.64 At the same time, we learned from talking 
to on-demand platform economy small business 
owners and some tax preparers that while taxpayers 
generally understood they would owe income tax on any 
income earned, many were surprised to learn that self-
employment taxes were due too. These insights were 
echoed in our survey responses indicating that among 
respondents who earned on-demand platform economy 
income in 2015, 43% were unaware as to how much 
they would owe in taxes and did not set aside money for 
taxes on that income.65 
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Q5 Did you set aside money or are you aware of how much 
you owe in taxes on the income you earned from working 
through a sharing economy platform or app during 2015?

100%90%

No

80%70%

Yes

60%50%40%30%20%10%

Answered: 63     Skipped: 458

Yes

No

36 (57.14%)

27 (42.86%)

Answer Choices Responses

3. Communication: Expensing & Record Keeping

While actually forking over hard-earned income is likely 
the biggest complaint most taxpayers have, calculating 
how much is actually owed is a common compliance 
burden for small business operators in the on-demand 
economy. Moreover, identifying deductible business 
expenses and record-keeping are absolute musts in 
in order to properly determine how much a taxpayer 
actually owes.  

One of the most common business expenses that on-
demand platform operators grapple with is how to 
calculate business expenses, such as miles driven or 
parking fees incurred. This tax compliance pain point is 
particularly acute for ridesharing drivers who use their 
personal cars to drive for on-demand platforms, but 
it also presents challenges for other types of platform 
work (i.e., running errands, purchasing supplies for 
customers). The tax code allows taxpayers to choose 
between taking a standard mileage deduction or 
deducting actual expenses incurred.66 Research specific 
to the tax challenges of ridesharing drivers has identified 
mileage recordkeeping for business expensing as a 
frequent source of both confusion and frustration for 
drivers.67

For small businesses earning income using on-demand 
platforms other than ridesharing, a range of potential 
deductions and record-keeping requirements apply.  
In the accommodation platform context, if taxpayers 
want to take advantage of a tax provision that allows 
individuals to rent all or part of their home for up to 
14 days tax free, deductions aren’t allowed.68 However, 
for those small business owners who do rent their 
properties out for longer (e.g., the typical Airbnb host 

who rents their single property out for 66 days every 
year), deductible expenses include advertising, cleaning 
and maintenance, property insurance and taxes, service 
fees charged by the platform, and repairs.69  

For online sellers using platforms, expensing questions 
become complicated, depending on where they work.  
In some cases, folks working out of their homes may be 
entitled to a home office deduction, but claiming that 
deduction has its challenges, and if taxpayers elect to 
take a simplified method of determining the deduction, 
they could very well be leaving money on the table.70 
We found through our survey of self-employed business 
owners who earned money in 2015 working with an 
on-demand platform that 36% of respondents didn’t 
understand what kind of records they needed to keep 
for tax purposes and 47% didn’t know about any tax 
deductions, expenses or credits that could be claimed 
related to their on-demand platform income.71

Q7 Do you know about any tax deductions, expenses or 
credits you could claim related to the income you earned 
working through a sharing economy platform or app?

100%90%

No

80%70%

Yes

60%50%40%30%20%10%

Answered: 64     Skipped: 457

Yes

No

34 (53.13%)

30 (46.88%)

Answer Choices Responses

Q6 Did you understand what kind of records you needed to 
keep for tax purposes for your business income and
expenses generated from working with a sharing 
economy platform?

100%90%

No

80%70%

Yes

60%50%40%30%20%10%

Answered: 66     Skipped: 455

Yes

No

42 (63.64%)

24 (36.36%)

Answer Choices Responses
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In general, this finding is not that surprising as the tax 
code doesn’t necessarily include all that many provisions 
specific to individuals with business income.  

When tax code provisions provide preferential 
treatment to small businesses, the provisions 
usually target expenses such as equipment 
investment (e.g., Section 179 expensing), cost 
of goods sold, (e.g., exceptions to inventory 
accounting), and start-up costs. Preferential 
[tax] treatment is not targeted towards 
individuals who provide only labor services. 
Those individuals generally do not benefit form 
provisions targeted to small businesses in the 
tax code.”72

Some platform operators inevitably pay the price for 
their inexperience in filing as small business owners 
the first time they file, but then develop a system of 
recordkeeping and familiarity with the process that 
keeps them out of trouble.73 Others aren’t so lucky.  

To be sure, the private sector has developed any 
number of products and apps targeted to relieving 
these expensing and recordkeeping burdens, and in 
speaking to tax preparers and industry experts, we know 
that there is an exponentially growing market for these 
products.  

4. Timing: Cost of Compliance

In 2014 testimony before the U.S. House of 
Representatives Small Business Committee, tax experts 
explained how tax compliance places a significant 
burden on small businesses, both in the aggregate and 
relative to large businesses, and cited IRS estimates that 
“businesses with less than $1 million in revenue bear 
almost two-thirds of those costs.”74 With respect to the 
on-demand platform economy, at least one tax expert 
has observed, “[p]robably most of those providing 
services through the new service companies have no 
experience with the tax obligations of businesses…to 
comply with tax laws, these microentrepreneurs will be 
spending relatively large amounts on return preparation 
assistance and devoting large hours to record keeping…
the sharing economy will be bearing significantly larger 
than average tax compliance costs.”75 

Costs can be quantified in terms of time spent preparing 
returns and chasing down answers to complex tax 
questions from the IRS. In her annual report to 
Congress, the National Taxpayer Advocate noted that 
during the 2015 tax filing season, only 37% of taxpayer 
calls routed to customer service representatives overall, 
and the hold time for taxpayers who got through 
averaged 23 minutes.76 We heard time and again from 
both taxpayers and tax preparers that small businesses 
operating in the on-demand economy “generally want 
to be honest and pay what they owe, but the tools and 
resources don’t exist.”77 

Indeed, 69% of our survey respondents who earned 
income operating in the on-demand platform economy 
indicated that they did not receive any tax guidance or 
advice from the on-demand platform company with 
which they contracted. 

Evidence from our research and survey responses 
suggests that this lack of information and guidance 
results in undue burden on a significant portion of the 
2.5 million on-demand platform economy operators in 
terms of compliance costs. Almost half of all our survey 
respondents indicated that they spent between 10 to 35 
hours or more preparing their taxes for 2015. 
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Q8 Did you receive any tax guidance or advice from the 
sharing economy platform or app you worked with?

100%90%

No

80%70%

Yes

60%50%40%30%20%10%

Other: Explain (e.g., I looked at chatrooms, online forums, IRS.gov)

Answered: 61     Skipped: 460

Answered: 493     Skipped: 28

Yes

0-10 Hours

Other: Explain 
(e.g., I looked at chatrooms, online forums, IRS.gov)

20- 35 Hours

Don’t know

No

10-20 Hours

35 or more hours

12 (19.67%)

237 (48.07%)

7 (11.48%)

63 (12.78%)

17 (3.45%)

42 (68.85%)

139 (28.19%)

37 (7.51%)

Answer Choices

Answer Choices

Responses

Responses

Q9 How much time did you spend last year doing your 
taxes and/or preparing for your tax filing?

100%90%

20-35 hours

35 or more hours

Don’t know

80%70%

0-10 hours

10-20 hours

60%50%40%30%20%10%
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PART III

Treasury is Probably Getting 
Shortchanged Too 

Not only do inefficiencies of the current tax code 
and administration system result in unnecessary tax 
compliance challenges for small business operators 
in the on-demand platform economy, they directly 
translate to IRS’ ability to fairly administer the tax 
system and Treasury’s bottom line. In terms of budget 
consequences, the most recent data available from the 
IRS estimates that more than 42% ($194 billion) of the 
tax gap, or the amount of tax liability in a given year 
that is not paid voluntarily and in a timely manner, is 
attributable to the misreporting of individual business 
income and related self-employment taxes from 
Schedule C filers that underreport receipts (e.g., failing 
to report cash transactions) or over-report expenses, 
which aren’t subject to information reporting.78  

Overall, compliance is highest where there is third-
party reporting and/or withholding.79 According to IRS 
statistics, in cases where employers do withholding, 
only 1% of wage and salary income is misreported; 
but in cases where there was no withholding or 
information reporting, the IRS has documented a 63% 
net misreporting rate.80

One reason small businesses are often considered 
major contributors to the tax gap is because they often 
deal in cash.81 Not so with the on-demand platform 
economy operators—they deal exclusively in credit card, 
debit card or mobile payment transactions. Although 
some evidence suggests that Form 1099-K filings, which 
are used for reporting some credit and payment card 
transactions do trigger increases in small business’ 
compliance in reporting gross receipts, the same study 
found that this increase of receipts was “largely offset” 
by increased reported expenses, which are not readily 
verifiable because they are not subject to information 
reporting.82  

Even though sending Form 1099s to the IRS and 
taxpayers to report income is “widely acknowledged 
to increase voluntary tax compliance in part because 
taxpayers know that IRS is aware of their income,” 83 
in order for this third-party reporting to be effective, 
both the IRS and taxpayers have to actually receive a Form 
1099.84 However, this outcome is not by any means 

guaranteed by the current information reporting regime.  
As noted earlier, the current instructions to the Form 
1099-MISC clearly state that “[p]ayments made with a 
credit card or payment card and certain other types of 
payments, including third party network transactions, 
must be reported on Form 1099-K…and are not subject 
to reporting on Form 1099-MISC.”85 At the same time, 
the Form 1099-K has its own 200 transaction/$20,000 
income threshold for payments made by credit card.86 

As a result, the existing information reporting regime 
effectively creates a $19,399 tax reporting loophole, 
which is the difference between $20,000 and $601—
the income thresholds for Forms 1099-K and 1099-
MISC.87   

For example, under the current tax rules, a platform 
company isn’t required to send a Form 1099-K or a Form 
1099-MISC to the IRS for a small business operator who 
makes $18,000 through 189 different transactions—
all of which are payment card transactions and are 
described as de minimis payments for purposes of Form 
1099-K.88 Given what the research has documented 
regarding the monthly income of average on-demand 
platform economy operators, it’s likely that the existing 
reporting rules are not operating to trigger Form 
1099-Ks to be generated for a substantial number of 
taxpayers.  

Remember, the average monthly income of on-demand 
platform small businesses ranges from $533 to $314 
(roughly $6,396 to $3,700 annually), which means that 
the Form 1099-K $20,000 income reporting threshold 
isn’t being tripped by a significant portion of on-demand 
platform operators.89 This income would otherwise be 
reported on a Form 1099-MISC, but for the fact that 
the payments were made via credit card and subject 
to the Form 1099-K 200 transaction/$20,000 reporting 
threshold. This likely explains why 61% of our survey 
respondents who earned income in 2015 from working 
with an on-demand platform company indicated that 
they did not receive any Form 1099. 
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As a consequence of these rules, there is an increased 
likelihood that taxpayers will be unaware of the full 
extent of their tax compliance obligations. And less 
inclined to pay them. We have already started to 
document, at least anecdotally, the significance of this 
reporting hole.
  

I got tons of questions this year from 
[prospective clients] asking, ‘should I report my 
income?’ - I always advise to do so, otherwise, 
it would be tax evasion, but I would say more 
often times than not, people ask if they had to 
report their income if they aren’t receiving a 
1099.” 

Email from Small Business Tax Advisor, 2016 90

The IRS was informed of this tax reporting loophole 
in 2014, and issued a statement that noted, “[w]e 
are aware of a potential for 1099-MISC and 1099-K 
double reporting, and are constantly monitoring our 
case selection criteria to address this. We do expect to 
provide more guidance, but we also do not expect this 
issue to lead to an increase in examinations.”91  

It’s two years later, and the on-demand economy has 
continued to grow to include more than 2.5 million 
U.S. taxpayers and is projected to include more than 7 
million by 2020.92 No guidance has been forthcoming, 
however, IRS Commissioner Koskinen recently reiterated 
the importance of third-party information reporting 
in the context of the tax gap noting, “when there is 
information reporting, such as 1099s, income is only 
underreported about 7 percent of the time…but that 
number jumps to 63% for income not subject to any 
third-party reporting or withholding.”93  

Tax gap issues, particularly when they involve small 
businesses, are persistent and hard to resolve.  
Congress has attempted in recent years to enact 
legislation intended to curtail the tax gap using 
increased information reporting, but the impact of 
increased reporting requirements on small businesses 
resulted in almost immediate repeal.94 Nevertheless, 
the Obama Administration has also recognized the tax 
gap as a pervasive issue and included, among other 
proposals targeted to addressing misclassification, a 
proposal to allow “independent contractors receiving 
payments of $600 or more from a service recipient to 
require the service recipient to withhold for Federal tax 
purposes a flat rate percentage of their gross payments, 
with the flat rate percentage being selected by the 
contractor.”95   

Notably, at least one on-demand platform is taking 
steps in that general direction. In October 2015, Airbnb 
announced plans to collect and remit state and local 
hotel and occupancy taxes in several jurisdictions 
including Washington state; Rhode Island; Washington, 
D.C.; Portland, OR; San Francisco, San Diego, Palo Alto 
and San Jose, CA; Philadelphia, PA; Phoenix, AZ and 
Paris, France.96 In fact, Airbnb estimated that these 
additional tax collection revenue efforts could generate 
as much as $2 billion in potential revenue for America’s 
cities.97 

While a statutory or policy remedy may be premature 
for addressing the tax compliance challenges of on-
demand platform operators and their impact on the tax 
administration system, Congressional investigation for 
purposes of tax reform is certainly warranted given the 
existing compliance challenges the current information 
reporting regime presents for the on-demand platform 
economy’s small businesses and the IRS’ ability to 
efficiently administer the tax code.  

In the meantime, the IRS can take proactive steps to 
try and ease the tax compliance burden of on-demand 
economy participants and facilitate their compliance.   
Many small business owners we talked to had no 
idea what quarterly-estimated payments were much 
less when they were due and very few of the folks we 
chatted with had any idea that they would be liable for 
self-employment tax in addition to income taxes. Many 
of the on-demand platform companies we spoke with 
were very willing to do more to help their small business 
operators, but were constrained from doing so over 
concerns of raising misclassification challenges. 
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Conclusion

Our assessment of the general confusion 
state of play when it comes to filing taxes on 
income earned from on-demand platform 
work was consistently reinforced by interviews 
with tax preparers, industry experts and the 
existing literature. At a minimum, the IRS 
should explore strategies in which it could 
leverage third parties (e.g., on-demand 
platform companies, tax software companies, 
tax preparers), to address this inefficient state 
of affairs. Everyone is losing under the current 
rules. Both taxpayers and the IRS deserve 
greater efficiency and less hassle. We can do 
better.  

To be sure, the on-demand platform 
economy “adds an important element to 
existing labor markets, where finding new 
or additional work typically involves a lot of 
effort and high transaction costs…landing a 
platform job is often easier and quicker.”98 
And the on-demand platform economy is 
going to continue to grow and provide these 
opportunities.99

1. More than 2.5 million U.S. taxpayers 
are participating in the on-demand 
platform economy as small business 
owners every year, and millions more 
are set to join their ranks in the next 
decade.   

2. For tax purposes, on-demand economy 
service providers and sellers are small 
businesses owners, but their numbers 
aren’t reflected in government data 
designed to track small business 
owners. In fact, these taxpayers don’t 

necessarily realize they are small 
business owners until tax time or they 
receive an IRS notice.   

3. At best, these small business owners 
are shortchanged when filing their 
taxes; at worst, they fail to file 
altogether. Approximately one-
third of our on-demand platform 
operator survey respondents didn’t 
know whether they were required to 
pay quarterly-estimated payments 
and almost half were unaware of 
any available deductions, expenses 
or credits they could claim to offset 
their tax liability. These taxpayers 
face potential audit and penalty 
exposure for failure to comply with 
filing rules that are triggered by 
relatively low amounts of earned 
income. Compounding this problem is 
inconsistent reporting rule adoption.  

4. The current tax administration 
system isn’t working for a significant 
percentage of on-demand platform 
small business operators or Treasury 
or IRS. More than 60% of our survey 
respondents who worked for an on-
demand platform company in 2015 
reported that they did not receive a 
Form 1099-K or Form 1099-MISC from 
their on-demand platform, which likely 
means the IRS didn’t either. The current 
state of play is one of unnecessary 
burden, potential audit and penalty 
exposure for on-demand platform 
economy players. We can do better.  
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